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Beautiful For Me
Nichole Nordeman

This is my second tab. I hope it s good. I m not 100% sure about the bridge,
give me 
thoughts please! :) Thanks. I love this song so much!

Intro: Dm     Bb       F      C   (repeat)

       Dm            Bb          F              C
Every girl young and old has to face her own reflection
       Dm               Bb
Twirl around, stare it down
             F           C
Whats the mirror gonna say
           Dm                  Bb
With some luck, youll measure up
         F                 C             Dm
But you might not hold a candle to the rest
               Bb              F             C
Is that your best? says the mirror to the mess

Dm                            Bb
But theres a whisper in the noise
Dm                     Bb
Can you hear a little voice
C
and he says

F                   Dm
Has anybody told you youre beautiful?
Bb          F                 Dm
You might agree if you could see what I see
C
Oh
F                       Dm
Cuz everything about you is incredible
Bb               F                 Dm         C      
   Bb         Dm (F 2X)
You should have seen me smile the day that I made you beautiful for me

Bb       F       C

         Dm          Bb          F            C
If its true beauty lies in the eye of the beholder
         Dm              Bb               F               C
What my life and whats inside to give him something to behold
Dm                        Bb
I want a heart thats captivating
Dm                      Bb       C



I wanna hear my Father say

(Chorus)

Dm
Close your eyes
Bb
Look inside
Dm                                   F
Let me see the you that youve been trying to hide
Dm           Bb                F
Long ago, I made you so very beautiful
C
So I ought to know youre beautiful

F                  Dm
Has anybody told you youre beautiful?
Bb          F                 Dm
You might agree if you could see what I see
C
Yeah
F                        Dm
Cuz everything about you is incredible
Bb                F                Dm         C      
  Bb   Dm
You should have seen me smile the day that I made you beautiful
        Bb         Dm      C
Youre so beautiful
   Bb    --hold--  Dm      Bb    F  C (repeat over next line)
Beautiful for me

So beautiful for me
Dm        Bb         F --hold--
Has anybody told you?

End


